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WEAK SEQUENTIAL CONVERGENCE IN L~

AND DUNFORD-PETTIS PROPERTY OF LE

SURJIT SINGH KHURANA

Abstract. For a o-finite measure space (X, 31, u) it is proved that weak

sequential convergence in L™ implies almost everywhere pointwise conver-

gence, with the weak topology on the Banach space E. Also it is proved that

if weak and norm sequential convergence coincide in £", then L\ has the

Dunford-Pettis property.

In this paper, by using the theory of lifting, some properties of weakly

convergent sequences in LE are obtained. Also the Dunford-Pettis (D-P)

property of LXE is obtained for some special Banach spaces E.

It is always assumed, unless otherwise stated that (X, 91, ju) is a o-finite

complete measure space. All vector spaces are taken over the field of real

numbers. We shall use N for the set of positive natural numbers. Notations

and terminology of [7] will be used. For a Banach space E, E' will denote its

topological dual; by the weak topology on E we mean the topology a(E, £").

For a normed space (E, \\ • ||) and a mapping /: X -* E, \\f\\: X-> R is

defined by ||/||(jc) = \\f(x)\\. We fix a lifting p: L°° -► M°°.

For a Banach space E, LXE, LE, LE\E], etc., are taken in the sense of [7].

We start with the following result.

Theorem I. If a sequence {f„} converges to 0 weakly in the Banach space

(LE, Nx), Nx being its norm, then there exists a ¡i-negligible set P such that

fn -» 0 pointwise on X \ P, with the a(E, E') topology on E.

Proof. For any A G 91, the mapping TA: Lf^Lg, TA(f) = fx^, is

continuous with the norm topology on LE. This means TA is weakly continu-

ous and so/nX* -* 0 weakly in LE for each A E 91.

Fix e > 0 and X0 G 91 with p(X0) < oo. By Egorov's theorem there exists

Xt c X0 and a sequence {g„} of E-valued, 9I-simple functions such that

ll/-Xr. - ft.IL < 2~"> v" and KX0\ Xe) < e (here || • U«, is the supremum

norm). Since f„Xx -» 0 weakly it follows that g„ -» 0 weakly in LE. Let p:

M¿°[E'] -> M¿°[É'] be the corresponding lifting [7, Proposition 1, p. 77] on

M¿°[E'] and let

gn = ¿ „,(«) CE> x\"\
i = i

with «/n) G Mx, x{n) E E,pn E N, V« and Vi, 1 < / < p„. It is easy to verify
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that

P(gn)= % PWn)) 0 x,<">
¿=i

[7, Theorem 4, p. 65]. Thus there exists a ju-negligible set Pn such that

gn = P(8n) on X \ P„. Also the space Lj?[E'] can be canonically identified

with a subspace of L* [7, Theorem 4, p. 92]. Now p defines an isometry p:

L™[£"] -» 7l//,[£"]  with   1| - Moo  (Le->  me  supremum  norm)  topology  on

M£"[E'], and {g„} c L¿ [£']. This proves p(g„) ->0 weakly in M^[E'], from

which it follows that o(g„) -* 0 pointwise with the a(E, £") topology on E. So

we prove that gn -» 0 pointwise on A' \ P with a(is, £") topology on E, where

P = U r.i^ is /t-negligible. Let ^ = {x E *„: fn(x)+>0 weakly in £}.

Then ^ c (X0 \ xe) U P and so p*(A) < p*(X0 \ Xe) < e (here /i* is the

outer measure defined by p*(Q) = M{p(K): K Z) Q, K E%), \/Q <z X).

Since e is arbitrary we have p*(A) = 0 and so A E 31. Thus /„(x) -^ 0 a.e. [ p]

weakly on E for x £ A^. Since p is a-finite it follows that f„(x) —» 0 a.e. [ p]

weakly on E for x E X.

Corollary 2. Suppose weak sequential convergence and norm sequential

convergence coincide in E. If a sequence fn -»0 weakly in L™, then ||/„|| -»0

pointwise a.e. p (here ||/„||: X -> E, ||/„||(x) = ||/„(x)||). //, in addition, p is

finite, then f\\f„\\pdp -» 0 for any p, 0 <p < oo.

The proof is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and the Lebesgue

dominated convergence theorem.

Remark 3. (a) A Banach space has the Schur property if weakly convergent

sequences are norm convergent. It easily follows from Corollary 2 that E has

the Schur property if and only if for any finite measure space (X, 21, p),

weakly convergent sequences in L¡? are almost everywhere convergent.

(b) When E is scalar, Corollary 2 follows from [9, Proposition 5]. (The

referee has informed me that in this case this result is also contained in the

work of Grothendieck [6].)

A Banach space B is said to have the D-P property if whenever a sequence

x„ -» 0 in (B, o(B, B')) and /„ -> 0 in (B', o(B', B")) then fn(xn) -^ 0 [4]. We

shall prove that for some special kind of Banach spaces E, LXE has the D-P

property. We first prove the following lemmas.

Lemma 4. Let H be the vector space of all real-valued countably additive

measures on a a-algebra % of subsets of a set Y and let Bx be the vector space

of all bounded, real-valued, %-measurable functions on Y. If a uniformly

bounded sequence fn —» 0 pointwise in Bx, then f„^0 uniformly on any rela-

tively compact subset of (H, o(H, B^)).

Proof. With pointwise order E = Bx is a boundedly a-order complete

vector lattice. Also H = E°c, the set of all order o-continuous linear function-

als on E. Thus if H0 is a compact subset of (H, o(H, B^)) then H0 is compact

in (Eac, o(E°c, fij). The result follows now from [2, Theorem 2.8, p. 187].
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Theorem 5. Let E be a Banach space such that a(E', E") and norm

sequential convergence coincide in £". Then LE has D-P property.

Proof. By [7, Theorem 7, p. 94], (LXE)' = LE,[E]. The lifting p gives a lifting

p: LE.[E] -» Mg[E] [7, Proposition 1, p. 77]. Take a sequence g„ -+ 0 weakly

in LE and a sequence 5„ -^0 weakly in LE\E], with p(8n) = 8„ E Mg[E\

V«.

f*« = SnV1- (ie., p„04) = fAgn d\i) is a sequence of countably additive ./¿-val-

ued measures on 91 and the variation of ¡i„, \ pj = || g„|| p. It follows from the

weak convergence of (g„) that sup|p„|(Jf) < oo. Let Q be the a-complete

vector lattice, with pointwise order, of real-valued, bounded, 9l-measurable

functions on X. Then {|pj} c Qac (notations of [2]). By ([3, Theorem 1, p.

305]; [1, Theorem 2, p. 290]), {| pj} is relatively compact in (Q°c, a(Q"c, Q)).

We take the lifting topology rp on X [7, p. 59]. The mappings 8n: (X, rp) -»

(£", a(E', E)) are continuous [7, Theorem 4, p. 65 and p. 84]. Since 8n -»0

weakly in the Banach space LE,[E], there exists an a > 0 such that ||5„|| < a,

V« (here ||5„||: X-+R+, \\8n\\(x) = \\8„(x)\\, \\ ■ || being norm of the dual

Banach space E'). Take an x E X and p G E". With the supremum norm

(Mg[E], || • ||) is a Banach space andpex G (Mg[E], \\ ■ \\)'. Since p: L£[E]

-> M¿*?[E] is an isometry, and 8n -» 0 weakly in LE,[E], we getp ° 8n(x) -» 0.

Using the equivalence of weak and norm sequential convergence we get

HÔJI -* 0 pointwise. Since the mapping x -» ||jc||, (£", a(E', E)) -» R, is lower

semicontinuous, the mappings ||S„||: (X, rp)^>R are lower semicontinuous.

Since (X, rp) is extremely disconnected, ||5„|| = a bounded continuous func-

tion on (X, rp), except on a set of first category. Since p is a category measure

[8, p. 120], p vanishes on sets of first category. This proves the \\S„\\ are

9t-measurable. By Lemma 6, |M»lCI|ô«ll) —*• 0 and so /||g„|| ||5J| d\i^>0. This

implies that /<g„, S„> d¡i —> 0 and so the result is proved.

Remark 6. (a) From the assumption of equivalence of norm and weak

sequential convergence in E', it easily follows that E has the Dunford-Pettis

property. It is shown in [4, Corollary 17, p. 286] that if E has the Dunford-

Pettis property and does not contain a subspace isomorphic to lx(N), then

norm and weak sequential convergence coincide in E'. This result is also

produced in [10].

(b) Professor J. J. Uhl, Jr. has informed me that Kevin Andrews, one of his

students, has independently proved Theorem 5 by an entirely different

method.

I am grateful to the referee for some useful suggestions.
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